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Deepwater Horizon Blowout





About me

• Born & raised: Oklahoma, USA

• BSc: Stanford U. (1978)

• Arrived Trondheim Aug. 1978

• Taught 1st NTH course, 1980.

• NAVF Research scholarship, 1980-83.

• Dr.techn. NTH, 1984

• Professor, NTH, 1985-90, 1992-present

• Thermodynamics & flow of petroleum reservoir fluids.



About the Lecture
• April 20, 2010: Macondo (Deepwater Horizon) blowout.

– Eleven workers die.

– 3-5 million barrels stock-tank oil (STO) released into Gulf of Mexico 
during a period of 87 days.

• July 15, 2010: Macondo blowout stopped.

• Jan. 2012 I was engaged by BP as a technical expert.

– Provided comprehensive fluid analysis and PVT models.

– Analysis used in quantifying amount of STO released.

– Oct. 14, 2013: Provided testimony (2 hours) to the U.S. District Court 
in New Orleans, Judge Carl Barbier presiding.



March 27, 1980
Aleksander L. Kielland drilling rig collapse

(owned by Stavanger Drilling Company)

123 (workers) died
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Why Quantify Barrels Oil Released?
• USA Cleanwater Act Section 311.

• Penalty: $1,100 – $4,300 per barrel of oil at stock tank conditions.

– Released into federal waters.

– $1,100: “accidents do happen” (no negligence)

– $4,300: if gross negligence found

• Estimated release 3.2–5.0 million stock-tank oil barrels.

• Range of possible penalty: ~4-20 billion USD (25-125 millard NOK).

• Penalty revenue distributed between states and federal governments.



Judge Carl Barbier
United States District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana 

Appointed by President Bill Clinton, 1998.



How to Quantify Barrels Oil Released?

• Technical experts hired.
– US Government.

– BP (& Anadarko)

– Halliburton

• Data made available.
– Geology.

– Rock properties.

– Fluid properties.

– Pressures, volumetric rates.

– Massive number of reports related to blowout.
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How to Quantify Barrels Oil Released?

• Fundamental engineering principles.
– Volumetric material balance.

• Initial volume containing reservoir hydrocarbons (VRi).
• Shrinkage of reservoir volume to oil volume at stock tank conditions (S).
• Pore volume compressibility (cp).
• Fluid compressibility (cf).
• Initial reservoir pressure (pRi).
• Final producing rate prior to end of blowout (qf).

– Hydrostatic pressure conversion.
• Surface pressures measured after blowout (ps(t)).
• Density spatial and time variations (ρ(z,t)).
• Thermal convection in wellbore after blowout (T(z,t)).

– Darcy flow in porous media.
• Final reservoir pressure after blowout (pRf) by model extrapolation.
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Shrinkage Factor
• Reservoir fluid produced must be expressed as a stock-tank oil (STO) 

volume, to levy the Clean Water Act penalty.

• The term “shrinkage factor” (SF) is used to describe the ratio of STO volume 
to the reservoir volume from which it comes.

– For example, taking all of the original reservoir fluid at initial pressure (VRi) to 
surface (stock tank) conditions, the resulting STO volume would be N, and 
“initial” SFi is:

• SFi = N / VRi or  N = VRi SFi

– Likewise, taking all of the produced reservoir fluid during the blowout (ΔVp) to 
surface (stock tank) conditions, the resulting STO volume would be Np and “final” 
SFf is:

• SFf = Np / ΔVp or  Np = ΔVp SFf



Material Balance Equation

• Rewriting the volumetric material balance in terms of stock 
tank oil volumes,
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Reservoir Pressure After Blowout
• Hydrostatic Pressure Conversion.

• Thermal convection in wellbore after blowout ceased (T(z,t)).
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Thermal Convection



Reservoir Pressure After Blowout
• Hydrostatic Pressure Conversion.

• Empirical equation derived, based on rigorous solution:
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Reservoir Pressure After Blowout
• Interpret pw(t) with analytical flow model with several unknown 

parameters, including final reservoir pressure after infinite shut-in 
time (following blowout). 

– Use a least-squares model regression with pressures and pressure 
derivatives as data.





pRf



Flow Rate Variation in Time
• US government claims that the final rate was the culmination of a 

continuously, monotonically decreasing rate from the onset of the blowout.

– This would assume unchanged flow resistance in the pipes to the discharge 
point at the seabed.

– BP argues that erosion continuously changed pipe flow conditions, with rate 
increasing gradually as erosion “cleaned” the flow path, then eventually 
reached a condition with stable pipeflow resistance and a rate that declined 
naturally because of declining reservoir pressure.

– The material balance method is independent of the rate-time history, only 
dependent on the cumulative production at the end of the blowout.

– Only the flow model used to estimate final reservoir pressure depends on the 
flow rate – and only at the end of the blowout (measured).







Macondo Fluid Issues
• A complex, near-critical reservoir fluid with 

unusual critical behavior over a wide range of 
temperatures.

• Four accurate reservoir fluid samples collected.
– Two samples exhibit dewpoints over the entire range of 

temperature from 100-243oF.
– Two samples exhibit bubblepoints over the entire range of 

temperature from 100-243oF.

• Near-critical behavior only important in two-phase 
region, i.e. flowing in pipe during blowout.



Near-Critical Fluid Behavior at All Temperatures (100-243oF)







Conversion to Stock Tank 
Barrels

• Estimated quantities of reservoir fluid released also 
require PVT to convert to stock tank oil barrels.

• Shrinkage Factor:
Final stock tank oil volume
————————————
Reservoir fluid volume

• Can be very dependent on process going from reservoir 
to stock-tank conditions.

SF expressed as a % (=STB per 100 initial reservoir barrels).



Sources of Shrinkage Factors

• Measured by three independent 
laboratories on four samples
– 1-Stage Separator Process (43 STB/bbl)
– 4-Stage Separator Process (47 STB/bbl)

• Calculated by EOS model
– Oceanic Process (~43 STB/bbl)

• 130 stages.
• Water solubility & Mixing Assumptions
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